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PREFACE 
Because it leads an individual to increasing loss of 
perspective, George Meredith considered sentimentality a · 
real. tragedy_. The deluded sentimentalist convinces himself 
that all his efforts .and attitudes bear him steadily down 
the road o~ .spiritual progress, · when actually he is using 
his ideals of society as an excuse for willful blindness, a 
shifting of responsibility, and s~lf-dec~ption. 1 The 
aentimentalist•·s primary concern is to cushion himself 
against hard fact instead of training himself for encounter-
ing it, and he· accomplishes this by drugging himself against 
the perception of t~uth. 2 · 
The problem of sentimentality was uppermost in 
Meredith's mind; and the unmasld.ng of sentimentalists was 
one· of his favorite operations. In the strata of society 
' with the greatest pretensions of refinement, the observer 
will · find that sentimentalis·ts run rampant. · Because of 
this rampage, the lack of re.finement--especially in the 
1John Warren Beech, The Comic Spirit in George Meredith 
(London: Longmans, Green-;-ana Company, 19IT), p. 157. . 
21.Ei!!., p. 11. 
iv 
.v 
midst of profuse pretension--is most striking when discov-
.. 
ered~ Here will be found those comic elements most provoc-
ative of thoughtful laughter.3 It is in this strata that 
sentimentality manifests itself, for · a sentimentalist is 
primarily a snob of spiritual things.: he congratulates 
himself on surpa.ssins the common herd in quality and in 
merit; and, at the same time , he is in constant danger of 
exposure. Herein lies the comic element , an element which 
can be either destructive or · constructive. George Meredith 
chose to employ the comic element constructively; for, ac-
cording to him, the test of true comedy is that it shall 
awaken thoughtful laughter.4 
Meredith did not put forward the comic as a special 
type of novel. Nor did he wish to establish a new school 
. . 
of fiction or ~ompel all men to wri te comedy . "Life, we 
know too well, w he says, "is not a comedy, but something 
s t rangeiy mixed.u5 He repudiated neither realism nor 
romance, believing especially that romance is the quality 
that gives lift· and inspiration: to l eave out romance 
would be ·to leave out human na.ture. 6 He c·oncei ved the 
theory · that true human progress can be promoted by comedy 
·3lli£. I P• 157. . 
4John J. Enck, Elizabeth T. Forter, and Alvin Whitley, 
eds., The Comic in. Theoal and Practice, Appleton-Century-
Crofts-urew York: }~ere~ty-!Sublishing Company, . 1960), p. 36. 
5:seech, p. 19. 
6E.A . Robinson, 11Heredith 's Literary Theory and Science: 
Realism vs. The Comic Spirit," Publications of the Modern 
Language As sociation, LIII (1938), 860. ·--~ . 
vi 
becau~e intelligent laughter destroys inflated self-
importance and provides a sane sense of proportion: "Com-
edy is not hostile to hones~ feeling, but to that false 
sentiment that turns i .ts back on truth and prefers to bask 
in the pink light of illusion. u 7 . He proposed comedy as a 
corrective, a disinfectant, a leaven--for, to him, senti-
menta~ty is in need of comic discipline~ This -theory 
was held throughout his writing. 
One of his works in which comedy "watches over senti-
. . ·. 
mentalism with a birch rod"8 is .~ Harrington, a novel 
which reacted to the whole of the social atmosphere of the . 
time when the middle class worshipped the nobility the more 
passionately as they came nearer to it.9 It shows the 
simple antithesis of a small-town tradesman's family and 
the country landowners of the early .. nineteenth century. 
. . ' 
Some of its characters are victims of the new malady of the 
middle class--sentimentality • . In revulsion from .the 
crudities of their forebears·, they have cultivated artifi• 
· cial etiquette and "fine shades" .as a substitute for 
emoti'ons •10 · Oth~r characters provide foils in candor and 
the wise acceptance of natural facts; 
· . ?aee~h, p. i1 
· ~eredith's Essay .Q.!l Comedy. 
9Robert Esmonde'Sencourt, The Life of George Meredith 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons-;-19531", p. 118. 
lOLionel Stevenson, ~Ordeal of George Meredith 
(New York, Charles Scribner's Sons,-r953, p. 132. 
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~ Harrington is a light-hearted novel, notable for 
its sketch or Meredith's famous tailor-grandfather, 
. ' . . 
Melchizadek Meredith, ~ nava~ outfitter of Portsmouth, who 
seems to have been the first tailor in English history to 
have comported himself as an equal with his social 
superiors.11 The great Mel's daughter, the Countess de 
S~ldar, whose main purpose it is to conceal her family's 
background, is an unforgettable comic c~~acter . as the 
Comic Spirit gibes social pretentiousness. 
E!!n Harrington is an heav:i..ly autobiographical novel. 
Meredith was similar to Evan in being without money, as 
.. 
well as in being a shop-keeper's son.12 ~ike Evan , Mere-
dith's conviction was that a gentleman can not lie, can 
not pass for· something other than what he is, can not have 
false shame; . for with all these go meanness, egoism, snob-
bery, and hardness ·~f heart-~all manifestations of 
sentimentality. They both underwent a battle with false 
pride in themselves~ Evan runs a grave risk of being a 
• I 
roolish social climber as his sister tries to force him to 
be, and gives· Meredith the opportunity to scoff at English 
snobbery, English complacency, and English in~onsisten~y. 13 
11Phyl1ss Bartlett , Geor'e Meredith (London: Long-
mans, Green and Company, ·1963 , p. 23. 
12sencourt, p. 118. 
13stevenson, p. 83 . 
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These three ge~s of sentimentality have 'many facets, 
but the one that looms lar~est was ~he_idea of a gentleman. 
. . 
Was Meredith sati~fied with the current standards for a 
gentleman? Did the real test of a gentleman involve cer-
tain advantages of f~rtune, appreciated by society as free-
dom from embarrassment or constraint? Or did it involve 
. . 
· essential power of superior character? · Meredith had an 
abu~dance of character, but not advantages of fortune. He 
had no claim on .the world but his genius and character, 
.. 
for education had not rounded out these qualities and made 
him a gentleman in the same manner that it so .often polished ·. 
rich men's sons in England.14 According to .the Cou~tes~ de 
•saldar, of the novel under study, a gentleman must have at 
. . . . 
least one of t~o things--a title or money. · But_ Evan had 
neither. ·A. rich marriage, however, would make him blaze 
transfigured, and there was the person for him in Rose . 
Jocelyn. George Meredith a~so had neither, and believing 
neither to be necessary, he h~ld up a mirror for the 
society when he wrote ~ Harrington. This comedy of 
I 
manners portrays a "chattering monkey" society devoted to 
s~obbery and slander in which the hero is regarded a fool 
or worse by the fictional soci_ety, and yet impresses the 
real audience as having something. more valuable than his 
society has.15 
14sencour~,·p. 112. 
· i5Northro~ Frye, Anatomy 2! Criticism {New York: 
·. Atheneum, 19681, p. 4, 
ix 
Some ·critics would have· us believe· that Evan 
-
Harrington is a "sort of safety valve 'Whe~eby Meredii;h gave 
vent to much long-repressed emotion--old ·· slights, old humil-
iations, bitter regrets that h,e, so aristocratic in aspira-
tion and personal appearance, was .base.ly born.ul6 I 
believe, rather, that this autobiographical novel is a prime 
. . 
example of resourcefulness and mettle. When events and 
expe~iences in a writer's life go to build up an integrated 
pattern, especially when this pattern is something larger 
· than himself, or even simply the coherence. of his· attitudes, 
it is no~hing . less .than resourceful. to use them instead or 
searching elseV1here . for · a pattern. By the same token, one-
self is the last person upon whom one . turns the light of 
comedy, 17 and it is nothing less than mettlesome .when one 
" puts comedy at work upon certain ~eak spots in his own . 
character~ . Furthermore, Mere di th has been condemned as an 
artist, but no novelist, i.e., _he does not conform to models 
·= but has instinctive "qualities far greater than form. This · 
charge and this condemnation have lured me into a study of . 
George Meredith and of his works. 
According to George Meredith, it is for want of in-
stru.ction· in the comic idea that we lose a · large audience 
among .our cultivated middle class that we should expect to 
l6s.M. Ellis, George Meredith, His Life and Friends 
in. Relation 12. His Work (New .York: Todr,1Teaaand Com-
pany, 1926), p.-U9. 
17Beech, p. 10. 
x 
support comedy . Because I am a member or this large 
au~ence, the primary purpose of this st~dy was. to generate 
a higher degree of mental activity, which. would result in 
my ·capturi ng the elusive Comic Spirit and~ ultimately, be-
coming a ci tizen of what Mr. Meredith calls the "selecter 
world". During the course of this study I have come to 
submit that ~Harrington is more than t he alleged safety 
valve · and that certainly the charge of Meredith's being an 
artist but no novelist i s unfounded. It is my thesis that 
with ~ Harrington, Meredith wrote a successful novel in 
which he used comedy as a corrective to sentimentality. 
· I owe very special thanks to the English department at 
the Univeraity of ~chmond for allowing me the privilege of 
studying. Dr. Edward Peple and Dr. William Guthrie are 
largely responsible for the new dimension of selr which re-
sulted from that privilege. .Not only did Dr . Irby Brown 
serve as the inspiration for this study, but without his · 
invaluable aid--along with that of Dr . James Duckworth and 
Dr. Garland Gunter--the paper's production would have been 
impossible. 
Illustrations have been reproduced wi.th the permission 
of John Grant. 
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INTRODUCTORY QUOTE . 
"The novel oi modern life and society, in so far as it does 
not rely for its attractions on mere sensational incident, 
is gerierally a study of male and female character--mostly, 
indeed , of one male and one female character--with a few 
elaborate sketches .of scenery.for a background, and a 
clumsy caricature of some t\!10 or three well-known con-
temporary personages thrown in to give it an air of actu-
ality. The close objective study of social ty~es--no t of 
their superficial peculiarities only, but of teir inner 
being--appears to be becoming a lost art . Where, indeed, 
are we to look for the observation , the humour, to say 
nothing of the wisdom, which \Vas brought to bear upon this 
branch of the art of fi c tion by its great masters of the 
pas t. We have but one living novelist with the adequate 
intellectual equipment; but Mr. George Meredith is poet, 
philosopher and ·politician, as well as novelist, and we 
must be satisfied, I suppose, that brilliant studies of 
manners form .an element, and· an element only, in his varied 
and stimulating vrork . 11 
xi.ii 
--H. D. Traill 
(October, 1875) 
CHAPTER I 
HOW ATTITUDES AND CIRCUNSTANCES REGARDn:c SENTINENTAI.ITY 
VERSUS REAl.IS?-! ARE EVIDE?-:C~D IN 
~ F~ARRI !fGTON 
The dile r.ima of ma:i beine pulled in two directionc a t 
once, unable to combine the instinctive and the rat ional, 
was a problem that haunted Geore;e Meredi th 's generatior. . 
Meredith sought to . r edress the balance and 0as therefore 
engaged in the wor k of rehabili tation • . I n this work he did 
not ordinari l y take up the strue;gle between the individual 
and society in suer. di rec t f ore as i t occur~ed in s ome 
writers, Ge?rge Eliot , no tably. He preferred to deal \'Ii t.h 
more purely personal relatio~ships l.n which socie ty ·r:tcurcs 
indirectly or by i mplication . Society creates artificial 
situations , whi ch in turn give rise to unnat ural forms of 
behavior . The resultant complexity of i mpulse and con -
.., 
f usion of motive may cause an individual to becorie invol ved 
in a conflict that is a t once social and personal . 
Such is the case of Melchj_sedec Harrineton, whose 
in f luence pervades the novel ~ H~rington . The hero of 
the novel is Evan Rarrinc;ton, but" the dominant figure is 
t he 11grea: ?·:cl" al t hough he i s · dead before the ac t ion 
2 
begins. Evan himself is not much more than a chopping 
block for Meredith's strokes of wit and generalizations on 
·1fre and conduct. The "great Mel," having been received 
as a gentleman while actually he was a tailor, set the 
stage for a struggle betwe.en sentimentality and a true de -
piction of reality. From him, his son Evan inherited more 
than four thousand pounds in debts and a duality of per-
sonality, ideals; and goals . Along vrith this inheritance 
came a constant pull toward reality by his mother on the 
one hand, and toward sentimentality by his sister on the 
other. Indeed, how his sister, the Count ess de Saldar, 
( 
contrives vaingloriously to uphold her orm honor, though 
under the guise of upholding the honor of her brother and 
sisters, provides the plot_ of Evan Harri ngton. 
It' \Vas Meredith's opinion that our vanitiest pompous -
ness, and kindred follies are the special sins chastened 
by the Comic Sp~rit in any cultivated society , · This Comic 
Spirit, according to him, is the "ultimate civilizer in a · 
dull, insensitive world."18 Not only is the Comic Spirit 
~nvaluable to this end, j_ t also plays a large role in cor-
recting the tragedy of sen·timentali ty, the t ragedy that 
causes an individual to lose perspective t o a greater and 
greater degree. In ~ Harrington Mere di th sho\VS the 
difference betv1een actual upperclass life and the hero's 
l8Meredith's Essay .Q!! Comedy. 
3 
illusion in order to give perspective. He does this by 
introducing a "gallery of effete, inept, ~nd sensual per-
sons," and he made great sport of the affectations of the 
upper class.es. 19 Rose's father is of no consequence or 
significance; her uncle Melville is a ridiculous statesman 
whose balance of power is or little or no practical value; 
her brother is so out of touch with reality that he drinks 
wildly.and deeply to the birth of a baby, not knowing.that 
it is his own. This same brother is absolutely foolish 
when the Countess de Saldar inflates him into unrestraint 
by convention or morality and then corrects his uncouth 
manners. The houseguest, a duke, is predisposed to be a 
seducer. Evan's rival, Ferdinand Laxley, is a dull, 
awkward lover. The Jocelyn Family, both as individuals and 
a unit, anxiously await Juliana's early death to get her 
inheritance, and they are as comic in their fear of de-
clining· socially .as are the Harrington's in their efforts 
to rise. These characters merely fill in the pattern--
the novel deals. essentially with Evan's reluctance to re-
concile the dream with the reality. This reluctance is 
dealt with in pure comedy. It is ~evere and inflexible, 
holding up a mirror for us to gaze at our own faults. 
·Meredith used comedy for this because he believed that the 
ability of a society to appreciate comedy is an index of 
19walter F. Wright, !!:!, ~Substance in George 
Meredith (Lincoln: · University of Nebraska rress, 1953), 
·p. 50. 
4 
its state of culture. The Cornie Spirit, not to be confused 
with the· cor.lic character, is such a form of balanced per-
ceptiveness as enables its possessor to avoid becoming 
himself a victim of comedy. 
~ HarrinGton shows Meredith consciously engaged j.n 
putting into practice his theory of .the uses of the Comic 
Spirit. Its full title is ~ Harringtor., Qr.~ Would Be 
Ji Gentleman, and the central figure, Evan Harrington, is 
... 
enclosed in a ~ing of comic irony as he co~bats · the malad:· 
of snobbery. The comic aspect of his sister the Countess' 
pretensions is never for a moment lost sight of. Certain 
creatu~es of fantasy seem to accompany her, each differinG 
according to the ti~e, place, and circumstances. These 
creatures are the ,fiounds of the Comic Huse, and they have 
scented the Countess as their game. Co~edy is most ef-
fective, Meredith believes; when it is kept free of senti-
ment. · Sentime~tal people, he says in the Essay .211 Comedy, 
dislike comedy .because they object to facing .the actual 
world •. Comedy frightens them by·showing them things about 
themselves that they wish to ignore. It should be noted 
at this point that this is the facet of sentimentality that 
. . 
is developed in this thesis--not maudlin emotion. If the 
term sentimentality is taken loosely, it very well includes 
snobbery, which is a condition under which self-impo.rtance 
is inflated and the individual affected by it has no sane 
sense of proportion. This lack of proportion is a result 
of attitudes ·colored by feeling rather than by reason and 
5 
this adds up to sentimentality. It is this facet that 
steps to the fore when I contend that Heredith was success-
ful as a novelist when he \'/rote ~ Harrinston .and that in 
· it he used comedy as a corrective to ser.timentali ty. 
The tcr;n "Corrective to Sentimentality" automatically 
implies deab.nc with a contradiction, .:J.nd this contradic-
tion is personified by the 11great Mel" and in Evan's strue;-
gle ~etwcen sentimentality and reality •. It sterns from the 
fact that l'!eredi th himself suffered fror:l lack of balance • 
. A prophet of stability and l~armony, he was torn by contra ... 
dictions, and these .contradictions found. their way into 
~ Harrinr;ton; an heavily autobiographical novel • . rt is 
obvious that he recorded his family history in this work 
and·that .h.e perceived folly, sentimentality, and conceit 
in .his own existence. His attitude toward society had its 
roots in . the conditions of his life and the people who sur-
rounded him, and all these found their way into the novel, 
whose single purpose was. e::-:hibi tine the damaging effects · 
of snobbery. · Evorythin~ be:.;ins and ends with. this purpose. 
There is nothinr; . :i.11 the novel that is not in some way..., tied 
to it, fro:n the ?non.key that ~quatted at the feet of his dead 
l:laster, the ttgreat Mel," to the eventual r:tarriai;e of Evan 
HarringtO!l and Rose Jocelyn. 
The fact ·that everything begins and ends · with a pur-
pose, with all elements of the novel reJ.atcd to that purpose, 
re:pudia.tes the charze that Neredi th excels at putting words 
together but fails · at '.':ritine a novel. True, he seemingl:· 
6 
decided that tho telling of a str<lightforward story is not 
the sol e purpose of the novel, which is .~ l i terary form 
that may l egitimately be made to do the work of the philos-
opher ; but he satisfactorily fused form and content , there-
by achieving unity--albeit an artificial unity . Therefor e , 
when we say that Meredith used comedy as a corrective to 
sentimentality , with the conditions of his life and the 
people who surrounded him as a fountainhead, it behooves 
us to determine what insights into the meaning and idea of 
~ Harrington all its parts have provided, and to pass 
judgment on the relative success or failure on the basis 
of t his type of unity . 
Before going i nto the merits or demerits of~ 
Harrington in the matter of fusing the inner idea with t he 
outer str uc tur e, it would be well to look at Meredith's 
actual battle with sentimentality. With comedy as the 
social weapon , it was virtually humor of the intellect 
versus humor of the heart; and i n order to under stand 
Meredith ' s purpose , we need to look closely at sentimental-
ity. An .historical survey of sentimentality in the novel 
reveals that before 1740, when Samuel Richardson originated 
the novel of senti~ent, the lack of sentiment is marked: 
Defoe, for instance,. never -thinks of touching the fountain 
of tears , and probably could not have done so had he 
wished . Swift, as another example, takes a cruel pleasure 
in exposi~G flW'!lan frailty , and has no t ears even for the 
most pitiable of human miseries. Ri chardson, however, 
strikes a . new note : he intr oduces s ympathy and .pathos into 
English fiction . He invest igates the hwnan hear t to digni fy 
its emotions, ·not to sneer ·at them . His sympathy with 
women is remarkable. He understands.· then( perfectly, he 
reverences them, and he applies an analysi s to them v1hich 
i s both delicate and acute. Not only was he considered. 
the idpl of female coteries, but he was the annoint ed 
Prophet of th~ Feminine . 20 · Women read his books with a 
kind of br eathless interest wh:i-ch the sentimental tales of 
Di ckens excited later. They wrote him passionate letters, 
imploring h~m not to kill his heroine, or to save the soul 
of his hero, much as the early r eaders of Dickens implored 
·. 
him not to kill Litt le Nell . One of his ravorit~ cor-
respondents , Lady Bradshaigh, has .vividly described her 
emotions over Clarissa Harlowe. She wept copi ously over 
the book, laid it down unable to command her feelings, 
could not sleep at night for thinking of it, and needed 
all her fortitude and the a ctive sympathy of her husband 
to enable her to persist in her agonizing task . 21 
There is no reason to doubt the sincerity of t his con-
fession. We have become inured to the sentimental novelist, 
and are on our guard against him. Our feelings have been 
20w. J. Dawson , The ,.Makers of En'l i sh Fict ion (New 
York: fleming H. Reve~eompany,"""I'905 , p. 24. 
21l'!?i5!. p • 25 • 
8 
outraged so often, that if we yield ourselves to his spell 
it is with deliberation, and with a due .regard to the con- . 
sequences of our weakness . But Richardson dealt with un-
sophistocated readers, rich in virgin .emotions . Ile pro-
duced a kind of writing · which had not been seen before, and 
it surprised the world by its novelty as wr.11 as charmed 
it by it.G sympathy . Richardson thus began a movement whose 
effec.t was to be lasting. Henceforth fiction was to enga5e 
itself mainly with the interpretation of sentiment, and 
the influence of Richardson is obvious in Goethe and 
Rousseau as it is on. our own long array of sentimental 
novelistD . 22 
I f one has the time and patience to explore Richardson, 
he will not go unrewarded . In spite of all his verbose 
mor alisrns and prolix preachings, he was an artist. The 
method of novel- writine; he adopted was detestable, for the 
-
epistolary nove~ was the nost unsatisfactory of all methods 
Yet it r.:iust be confessed that when the initial i rri ta ti on· 
of the method is surmounted , one is surprised to fi nd how 
real the grip is which the story tal~es upon the imagination. 
The very. repetition which the ,method invol ves gives de-
finiteness to characterization, for th.e characters appear 
not in a sinsle part , but in a vari.ety o.f parts ; and in 
the end we ~:now them through and through rather than by 
· 
22walter Allen, The Znc-lish novel , A Short Critical 
History (llewYork: E71>. I~tton and Company , Inc., 1954) . 
P • 77 • 
9 
a solitary phase of emotion. So, in spite of a cumbrous 
method, of a mind overwhelmed with copy-book maxims, of 
an acquaintance wi th life that never went beyond a narrow 
range of society, Richardson must be considered an artist, 
as anyone of discrimination will discover by a careful 
study of the latter half of Clarissa Harlowe. 
In the development of English fiction, Richardson is 
the gz:eatest name: he settled the trend of the novel for · 
many generations. Among those who were the first to 
imitate him were Sterne and Goldsmith, but each in his own 
~ay. Sterne had an undoubted power of sentiment, un-
fortunately mixed with a fatal pruriency of taste. His 
humor and his pathos are equally remarkable and vital, yet 
both seem artifical owing to his lack of any real depth of 
feeling. Sterne himself was apparently the first to use 
the epi.thet sentimental, and· by a curious coincidence, he 
so employed it in. the very yea.r that Richardson published 
Pamela. Unlike Sterne, however, Goldsmith is exquisitely 
sincere, and his one novel, ~Vicar .Q.! Wakefield (1766), · 
is the finest example of the sentimental novel in Engl~sh 
·literature. One rarely weeps "!-ith Sterne because there 
is ground for legitimate suspicion that he waits for our 
-
tears only to lattgh at us, and he plays pranks with our 
emotions rather than purifies them. Goldsmith succeeds 
by his sincerity and his simplicity, for in him sentiment 
is genuine. Sterne will always be read by the student of 
10 
literature. with mixed feelings of adr.iiratio1: for wit a:id 
dexteri tv and :1·i_ 3 conte111pt for the man; Goldsmith will 
.be r ead by the- hu.mbl o and wise and the illiterate "like, 
with o. c~ ~lUi!le delight , and \'fl.th a growin0 sense of persona l 
affe c tion ror the writer . 23 
The no·1el of sen tincnt did not ta.lte poosession o f the 
publi c r.ii~1d wi. t!lout opposition . The e::l.ghteenth century 
was a_part i cul<U-ly masculin~ a&e, and F.iche.rdson was a 
femi!line writer. There wil l always be a larca class of 
readers ':1ho::::e taste !'esents the sicl~ly sweetness of the 
sentimental nove l , and such readers will de:mnd a more 
robust treat1ient of life. Jus t as 1~1 O\tr own day vre find 
that after ~ lone debauch o f sentiment the public demands · 
a roucher c:U1c1 plainer meal, the novel of adven t~re oustine: 
for a tim~ the novel of emotional analysi s, so , even 
. . 
while Richard.son ' s swas was ·unques t i oned, a counter-
mover.ien t had be6~r, . The revol t was led by Henr y Fielding · 
and Tobias Smollett, who together created t he novel of 
mascul ine realis!T. ~gainst the novel of sentiment . 
Ar:io;J,G o ~hers, ~eo.!'ee Mere di th addeci or.c !!lore coun ter-
~iOvemen t to the novel of sentiment . \'/her o as Richardson 
deult with the unsophi.s tocD.ted readers, rich in virgin 
cr.iotion, l·1eredi th a ppealed to· the· cul ti vatcd :niddle-class , 
.supposedly rich in i ntellect. 'rhis coun t er-move1:1ent, 
., .. 
t....J\'/i lbt~r Cross, '!'he Development of tho Bn~lish 'Novel 
o:e\/ York : The HacmiI!i\n Company I 1399), p . 7 • 
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aimed directly at the intellect, was the use of comedy as 
a corrective to sentimental ity. By comedy Meredith does 
not mean farce and gaiety, but serious social ridicule on 
the border- land of the tragic and comic states . He makes 
a very ni ce distinction between humor.and com~dy, Vie 
usually roughly class G~rvantes, Fieldins, Ster ne, and 
Thackeray together as humorists . But are not Cervantes 
and Fi~lding comic writers, ~nd does not professional humor 
date from Sterne? Cervantes and Fielding ridicule folly: 
the former, among many follies, the readine of romances of 
chiva lry; the latter, among many follies, clean-cut ethical 
maxims, the conduct of conteriporary men and women and their 
education, and the presumption o~ taking as the subje~t of 
a novel a class of men and women concerning whom .the 
reader is in the· densest. ignorance.24 · It is a correction 
of manners they aim at in the light of comic cons ciousness . 
St'erne fiddled th.e har~onics for DJnusement , The cast of 
Thackeray's mind was that of the comic writer. His set-
ting out to correct Dickens, to +.each him how to write a 
novel by malting its heroine Becky Shar p instead of Little 
Nell, Meredith would call a comic situation. 3ut there is 
another element in Thackeray , which came from Sterne --
a l iterary sentimentalism . This mingling of sentiment 
and comedy is humor; it l acks, according to Meredith, the 
2~bid. p . 259. 
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high seriousness of Fj.elding; and its force as a social 
corrective js lost . Comedy he conceives of as a Muse 
watching the actions of men and women, detecting and point -
ing out their .inconsistencies wi th a view to their moral 
improve~ent . She never laughs aloud--ihe only s~iles at 
most; and the smile is of the intell ect , for She is the 
handmaid of phi l osophy . 25 She " is imper sonal of unrival-
. . 
led po+iteness ," · occupying herself with the unnatural and 
conventional codes we have built up f or our selves, and 
She leads the way to a higher civilization. She may be 
called the humor of the mind , in distinction from the 
humor of Sterne and Thackeray, which is the humor of the 
hear t ; and the heart is sensation and material. 
I t is not the humor of the heart in i t s·elf that 
Meredith decries~-it is the fact that . the humor of the 
heart, or sentimentality , to .be specific, is born of un -
reason . Ee .maint?ins that ther.e is pathos i n his novel s , 
although he shuns all unsound feeling and self- imposed 
misery . According to him, we see the intensest pathos 
in life itself ; and as he mingles with society , detecting 
certain maladjes , he aims at the artistic presentation 
of them . He would probe life with a ·clear perception, 
and, by pointing out our own absurdities--especially 
egoism and snobbe ry, show us what we are. 
13 
ThesP absurdities of ours collectively make up 
sentimentality , which, in general, is the emotional dis -
posi tion, somettmes excessively emotional, with r eference 
t o some object or class of objects . In its s trictest 
sense , it is a mental atti t ude, t hought, or judgment per-
meated or prompted by feeling . I f one does not confine 
t his definition to z:iawkish expression and allows the 
noti<?n of " ideas permeated. or prompted by fee ling" free 
rein, he will admit that snobbery (as well as egoism) is 
a 'rorm of sentimentality. Instead of really being separate 
entities, they are merel y distinguished by fine shades of 
character : the sentimentalist is mor e of a complex char-
acter; the egois t is a more refined one, and the character 
of the snob i s superficial, not requiring as great subtlety 
of analysis as · ei ther of the others. They .all share the 
common denominator of ideas being colored by emotion 
rather than by· reason and trust. SnobbEry and egoism, 
Meredith, too, had seen , are !!lerely forms of sentimentality . 
"I see now, 11 he said , " that t he natur~l love of a lord ls 
less s ubservience than a form of self-love ; putt ing a 
.. 1126 gold-lace cap on one ' s imag~, as it were , to bow to it . 
This natural love of a iord is most striking in the 
comfortable iaiddle class . The lower class is too far down 
to hope or pre t end; the upper class is so far up i t can 
26sencourt; p. 118 . 
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afford to be l'!lasnanimous . But the well-to-do citizen> vdth 
every war.:.t supplied e::,cept what springs froo vanity, has 
for his chief business in life the cultivation of "soci -
ety .u27 
The s~ob falls into two categories , both of which re-
gard wealtt and social .distinction out of proportion · to 
their real value . If he does not have wealth and social 
disti11ction, he is franti c to acquire them; failinu; this, 
he is even more frantic to appear to have them. The snob 
who is elevated in wealth and social distinction assumes ar-
unjustified superiority and looks with scorn upon those 
beneath hi??l. ~ Harri ngton is devoted to illustrating 
the w6rld of snobs, and it offers many characters of both 
types. The hero himself is not always free from snobbery, 
but he manages . ·to vindicate hit1self in the presence of the 
upper classes . His struGgle to free himself from all 
traces of snobbery and his sister's struggle to uphold the 
honor of her brother and sisters constitute the bulk of 
Meredith's use of co~edy as a corrective to sentimentality. 
Evan's struggle on the one hand and the Countess' 
struggle or. the other are both embodied in Helchis edec 
Harrington . Although he is proclaimed dead at the opening 
of the story and takes no part in it except that of a 
ghost, he and his influence pervade the novel. Lady · 
27 Si~xfried Sassoon, Meredith (Uew York: The Vi.king 
Press , 1940) , p . 61 . 
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Jocelyn calls him "a snob and an imposter, 1128 but this is 
not entirel y true . He was a snob, yes . rre achieved the 
miracle of being received for a gentleman in t he country-
side which ho · served as a tailor, .the most ignominious of 
t rade3 in his day. He had a burning ambition to pass f or 
more than he vras, and on one occasion he let this ambition 
prevail by allowing himself to be thought of as a Marquis 
in disguise . Soon after that, however, he acquired the 
courage and cood sens e to avoid all preten3i on. He was 
not, however , an imposter, even though for a time he led 
a double life ·. This double life signified a paradox rather 
than dishonesty : he was bound to tailorina, but he had 
been bred like a gentleman and possessed all the manners 
and instincts attendant to gentle birth. Such also was the 
case with his son Evan . 
Ev.:ln would not have had· such a stru5gle t o free him-
self fro~ all tr~ces of snobbery had it not bee~ for his 
three sisters who have all ~anaged to rise above their 
class by marriaee and have cut themselves apart from their 
father' s heritage as a com.~on tradesman . Harriet has mar-
ried Major Strike, and Louisa has become the Countess de 
Saldar . These sisters conspire to raise Evan into good 
soc:iety in like manner . It is ag:reed that they will not 
only r escue Evan from his father ' s trade, but will suppress 
28Richard Le Gallienne , George Meredith, .Some Charac -
teristics (London: Elkin Mathews and John Lane7"n93) , 
P• 53 . 
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all reter'ence to their deceased father. This· procedure will' 
rescue Evan and, at the same time, allow them to maintain 
their ovm prestige.29 
Th~ leader in the conspiracy for devising an advan- · 
tae;eous marriage for the brother and laying the father's 
ghost is the Countess de Sa.ldar, and, _ as such, she is the 
central comic figure of the novel. She has married a 
Portuguese Count and brings wonderful stories of high li.fe 
from the Portuguese Court, in reality, we learn, figments 
from low life in Lymport, glossed over by a snobbish 
imagination_.30 . $he is extremely s.nobbish~ a virtual 
parvenu. Thus she prefers to maintain the barrier between 
trade and nobility, always regarding the rank rather than 
.the man. 
A character similar to the Countess can be found in · 
Jack Raikes. We . see both I,ouisa and Jack as grotesque in 
their absurd magnificarice, a ludicrous resemblance to the 
incipient snobbi shness in ourselves. Our _hero, Evan, also 
makes us recognize · the snobbish instincts common to us all, 
but only in rudiment. This hero is delineated sharpl~ by 
. . 
the introduction of Raikes as his foil and as a dreadful 
warning: Evan is able to develop a sense of humor about 
himself because he is able to "see something of himself 
29Ibid. 
-
30sencourt, p. 89. 
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magnified" in Raikes . Evan "would be a gentleman," but he 
· has enough presence of mind to try to abstain f rom preten-
sion. Jack Raikes i s qualified to be a gentleman, but he 
is obtrus ive; and , since Evan sees a burlesque of himself 
in him, it is Jack 's insistence on the title gentleman t hat 
leads Evan to spurn that title for himself. 
Great stress is laid on the word gentleman throughout 
the story; the trouble with Evan is that f o! too l ong he 
has accepted the false standards of other s for himself. 
"He was of dull brain and it had not dawned on him that he 
migh t possibly be tailor and gentleman at t he same time. 11 31 
This ver y word causes much of Evan's vacillation between 
snobbery and heroism, On the occasi on when . he finds him-
self ru.r ectly chall enged to fight for his friend, he · reels 
obligated to le't it be !movm that he , being no Bentleman , 
i s not qualified. · Honesty, ·not cowardice , prompts this. 
On the ot her hand, he allows himself to be carried off to 
Beckley and become· subservient _to the dishonesty of his 
sister--the glimpse he got of Rose Jocelyn prompts him 
this time . · 
Anot her of Evan ' s lapses into sentimentality occur s 
in .the scc~e in which he assures L~ley that he is, indeed, 
qualified to fight him, upon the strength of whi ch Laxley 
admits him i nto t he ran..~s of gentlemen. This lapse , 
. . 31~ Harrington, Chapter XXIV. 
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seemingly , is caused by the fact that, at · the time, it is 
Evan ' s express intent to leave Beckley for good. · His good 
intentions fail him, however; and he knows hims~lf to be 
managed \'/hen he is persuaded to remain on the .. pretext of 
Caroline ' s need for him, but at this stage of h1s career he 
is far from h~roic.32 
Pride plays a large role also in Evan's vaci llation 
bet~een sentimentality and reality. It is not so much his 
fear of losing Rose as his fear of losing her respect that 
makes him hesitate in confessing to her. Once he summons 
the courage to do so , however, he finds Rose his staunch 
defender before the world . She now becomes scornful of the 
conventional .use of the. word gentleman . This supports 
Meredith's theo!'y that e~en if . true· gentlefolk . are inclined 
toward snobbery, a true form of sentimentality, they show a 
.· 
more open mind and more capacity for instruction. In the 
beginnine Rose ~isplays the prejudice of her class; but ir. 
the end, t hings a~~ ~o completely reversed that her onli 
doubt is not whether the tailor is a gentleman, but whether 
a certain nobleman might prove to be one . 
Evan is caught between sentim~ntali ty (in the form of. 
snobbery) on the one hand, and reality (the r epudiation 
of false standards) on the other • . On the middle ground 
Meredith is ·at war with sentimentality, and his attempt is 
32sassoon, p . 65. 
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.t6 show t hat benevolence, kindne~s, charity,~-all t he al-
truistic virtues ,--are sentimentalities, unles~ the heart 
goes with the act. So too .are equally self-pity and "shrun~ 
decency." The present social code has its foundation in 
sentimentality , and it comes to us from the bepraised ~ge 
of chivalry , which was the .aee of barbarism ·. 
Thi s a,se of barbarism saw the beginning of the ty~e of 
heroi ne that Heredith utterly repudiated. The heroi ne was 
usual l y a ~ady of c~ivalry. While she was in reality the 
. . . 
slave of her husband or lover, he was ostensibly her wor-
shipper. Thi s lady of the castle still exists in· our soctal 
ideal; and as a consequence she has stood in t he foreground 
of our fiction. In contrast to· her, Thackeray place.d the 
rogue .of the Spanish novel • .. In the lighter for.ms of fiction 
the woman of. ·rarce \·1as omnipresent, to be pummelled by 
. . 
. . . . 
satire, jest, and innuendo.· Fro~1these tbree· ideal .heroines, 
there had been so.me notable breakings-away, in Jane · Auste n , · 
Charlotte Bronte, Trollope, and George Eliot. Meredith did 
more t han to break away--his repudiation gave the novel a 
new heroine. His women are never ro~ues. nor are they~ 
flawle·ss; they are ropen to ridicule, . and ·he r i di cules them. 
Their heads are furnished wi th .. brains and with a dislike 
of losing their identity, even if this identity needs to 
be lost·~~as 1n the· case of the ·.countess de Saldar.33 ... , 
. 33France~ T. Russell, 0 Laurels for · George Meredith, u 
South Atlantic Quarterly, xxvII (1927)., 370. · 
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Meredith ' s preoccupation with sentimentality, his 
· classing 1 t vii th egoism and snobbery , can only be explained 
in terms of his philosophic principles . If one does not 
understand these, it is difficult to see why Meredith went 
to such lengths to f or ge his techniques of the Comi c Spirit 
in order to attack these social ev.ils. : Meredith would at-
. tack the sentimentalist, the egoist , and the snob because, 
turni11g inward instead of outward, they make no contribu-
tion to society or to the progress of the race. 
CHAPTER II 
AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL INFLUENCES UPOH 
EVAN HARRINGTON 
The philosophic pri11ciples of Meredith's had their 
foundations in the conditio~s of his life and the people 
who surrounded him. Evan Harrington is an autobiographical 
story which combines Neredith's present (1860) inextricably 
with his past. The present consisted of two major factors:. 
first, that he loved Janet Duff Gordon; and, second, that . 
Janet, daughter ·of ·aristocrats, married a man of substan-
tial wealth <:\. t t .he time when· Meredith, · son of a tailor, 
was nearly pennile.ss •. We do. not know what feelings he had 
when he discovered that his natural charr.t and wit could 
win him a place at the Duff Gordon's table, but were not 
enough to :make his hosts take seriously any idea he migb"t 
have had of beco::dng their son-~n-law. Hor do we kp.ow if 
he ever ou3pectcd Janet herself of regarding his origins 
and his unpromising financial condition as the real l?arrier 
to their union. But we do know.that the central characters 
of ~ Harrilli)tOn were inspired by the Duff Gordons and 
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by Meredith ' s imaee of himself, and that the novel was 
written in i eGa during the period of Janet's engageme~~ to 
Henry Ross • 3l• 
In many r.espects th·e hero was a portraya.1 of Meredith's 
father, Auf;ustus Urmston Meredith, the ha~dsome lad with a 
soul above ta:Llorin&. Aucustus' father appeared actually 
under his own name, "the great Mel"; his r.iother was there, 
wi th her indor~i table commor- sense; the three sisters and 
their husba~ds were true to life in all essentials; eve~ 
the ne~ghboring shopkeepers in the Rich Street were repro-
duced, often witho11t change .of na.ne . Ports:nouth was 
. 
"~ymport, 11 and Peters field was "Fallowfield!1 the place 
where the Harrington daughters went to school. It is tho:Jght 
that Dubbins Seminary. for Young Ladies was located in an 
ancient build~ng there. The death of the flamboyant old 
tailor and the unwilling accession of his son followed the 
real events of forty years before.35 
The .!'!lost remarkable of the Heredith sisters,· Louisa, 
was the ori~inal of her nephew's famous creation, the 
Countess de Saldar, in ~ Harrington . She was brilliaP.t, 
ambitious , a::id the wit of the family. · She married Wi lltam 
Harding Read, who became Consul-General in the Azores 
34norman Kelvin, A Troubled ~, Kature and Society 
in the Works of Georp.;e Meredith (Stanford: Stanford Uni-
versity Press7'""1961), p. 17. 
35stevensor. . P. 81 . 
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about 1832. He and Louisa maintained a high position in 
Cour t circles. They had a dauzhter married to Antonio da 
Costa Cabral, later created Marqui s de Thomar, who was ap-
pointed Ambassador to the Vatican·. Thus it came about that 
the granddaughter of Melchizedek Meredi th the tailor, d:i.ed 
as ambassadress in Rome. Her son was an attache at the 
Portuguese Legation in London, and his son was in the Port-
uguese Legation at Berlin.· Other members of the family 
were offi cers in the army and Navy of Portu~al. Such were 
the descendants of the diplomatic and strate~ic •icountess 
de Saldar"--she whos~ airs and grace3 and f lapping laces, 
and t alks of courts and nobilities, must have indeed 
created an excitement when she revisi t ed, at rare intervals, 
her old home in Portsmouth. There is an aptly character-
. istic scene i n· ~ Harrington in which the Countess ar- . 
rives after the death of her father, and, in low society, 
turns tactfully to the most welcome topic of conversation 
for that stratum of humanjty-~death and corpses~36 
Louisa' s son-in-law, the Marquis de Thomar, had a 
brother called Silva Cabral, and here is found the so~rce 
of the narne ."Count Silva" used by George Meredith ~n 
Evan Harr ington . Another sister Harriet and her husband 
John He~lyer were the originals of the Andrew Cogglesbys; 
the Ellis', -Catherine and her husband , wer e the originals 
36Elli s , p. 25 . 
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of Major and I·!rs. Strike. Meredith paid full tribute to 
Catherine; i nclecd, as Mrs . Strike, Evan loved thi s beauti-
ful creature t he best of his three sisters. It has been 
suggested .that Sirs . B. Ellis had offended George Meredith 
· by advisi!lG hir.i to i nvest his small maternal inheritance 
in an unfortunate enterprise; hence, as Major Strike i n 
~ Harrinr-; t on , he was the victim of a bitter attack.37 
~s has been stated, Evan started out as a portrayal 
of Augustus Meredit h . But when Evan rebel led against hi.s 
mot her ' s plans and set off to seek his fortune, the focus 
suddenly changed to Meredith ' s own i mmediat e surroundings . 
Evan was now a projection of George Meredi t h himself, the . 
man of humble origin received on sufferance in a brilli ant, 
aristocrati c household and constantly expecting .some super-
cilious s neer from his fellow- guests . 
The scene of this shift is Beckley Court , probably 
intended for Fair Oaks Ledee . As mentio.ned in the novel, 
it is about f i fteen miles froc Petersfield ( 11Fallowfield") ~ 
-. 
and this talli es with the location of Beckley Court . This 
is also substantiated by the fact that the river Rother 
· runs through t he groundo of Fair Oaks Lodge , and it cor-
responds to t he river .in Meredith' s beautiful descr iption 
of the r~sing harvest rnoon at Beckley Court . 
3?~. , P• 136 . 
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It is well known that the characteristics of Sir 
Fran!ts and Lady Jocelyn and Rose were dtawn from the 
author ' s friends , Sir Alexander and Lady Duff Gordon and 
their dauchter Janet . Particularly successful was Meredith 
in delinea t ing the rich personality of Lady Duff Gordon . 
She was a vory remarkable woman and of a distinguished type 
of beauty. In advance of her time, she possessed a singu-
lar masculinity of intellect, was a famous · traveller, ar.d 
a writer of ability and charm, and smoked cigars both in -
doors and out. She died in 1869 at the earl:f age of forty- · 
eight. It attaches worthily to her name that she was o;ie 
of the first to perceive of -Meredith' s powers in his early 
days as a writer. He received many kindnesses from her, 
and she was one of the few -who understood with sympathy and 
tact his s hy, ~ensitive nature. He was ·not ungrateful. 
110, what a callant soul she is, and how very much I love 
her! 11 he said in .1861; a1i d he paid a fine tribute to he.r 
in the ~f t er years in the i~troduction he wrote for Lady 
Duff Gordon ' s Letters from Egypt . How. well his estimate 
blends wit h t he picture of Lady Jocelyn and recalls her 
s~ne , serene attitude to life .~8 
The a:":lusinr; l·ass Curr ent, in Evan Harrington, was 
drawn fro:n Mi.ss ;,ouis~ Courtney , an 'old friend of Lady 
Duff Gordon . Pat , the Irish r etriever pup , had his 
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original in Peter, the property of Miss Janet Duff Gordon, 
at whose special request the . dog was int:r-oduced into the 
story. Peter, after being br.oken in, was given . to Arthur, 
Meredith ' s son. Miss Duff Gordon seemed quite to have en-
tered into the spirit of her progressive im.~ortalization 
as Rose Jocelyn, for she relates that she would often in -
terrupt l1eredi th ' s reading of his latest installment of 
"her". story vri th the remark: "No, I should never have 
said it like that." And as she expressed it: "I 'cor-
rected' :myself in ~Harrington." But Meredith thought 
otherwise, for he held the model to be the finer part.39 
Certainly the history of this novel is a curious one, 
for here ·. was the author drawing from the life and charac-
teristics of friends with their willing consent, though · 
at the same time those friends were quite unaware that other. 
characters in the book were.drawn from the author's own 
relatives, l ong d~ad or lost sight of, and that ·the story 
was · the unveiling of part of his own inner sensitiveness 
This inner sensitiveness amounted to the fac t that 
Meredith was driven to escape the stigma of the Portsmo_uth 
tailoring establishment from which .the Meredith lives 
sprang ; therefore, we would be safe in saying that George 
Meredith himself was both a snob and a .sentimentalist, 
and at the s·ame time ·a social critic. He believed that 
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soci al regeneration and social progress lie within each 
individual; t.hat a society is the sum of t;he men and 
women comprising it. Born an outsider to the upper social 
classes of .Victorian England, he made an effort to reflec t 
t he manners of English ladies and gentlemen of his age in 
his writing. He was successful at this effort because as 
an outsider he could perceive distinctions and subtle 
gradations and behavior· patterns . which the possessors ·or 
land and wealth and titles simply took for granted. 
I have accus ed Meredit h . of being a snob, ~ut he was 
not, in the cheap s ense, a social snob; rather, he valued 
certain traits and qualities in the English Country Es-
·tablishment (the ha~f-million favored people who were 
members of landed sentry and agricultural upper-class or 
upper-middle-class families, and who lived on comfortabl e 
country es t a.tes "in ni neteenth-century Ene;land wi t h inco:'.le ~ 
.. 
derived from inheritances, fro~ agriculture, from rents--
indeed, from anytbi'.ns other than manufacturing or trade) 
s o highly that he attributed to ~' but by no means all 
of thi s sroup the very highest quali t i es of human perfec-
t i on. The arist ocracy came to .stand for the best in all 
· men, t he highest developtr.ent of the r ace . This attitude 
was the basic . one surrounding the. novel, and it heightened 
. ·. 
the reality of the norm by pointing to the necessity for 
a true ·depiction of reality. 
CHAPTER III 
COJ.1F.DY AB A SOCIAL WEAPON AS EMPLOYED IN 
fil!.M!. HARRilTGTOH 
In Heredith'o view, what is needed to arrive at a· t:::-ue 
depiction of reality is philosophy. Philosophy would 
teach the sentimentalist respect for nature 's fleshly pro-
cesses, and it \'/Ould brinG animation and form into the 
desert tracts of the realist. A philosophical fiction, i.n 
short , would perform the valuable service of helping to 
civilize mankind·. This demand for philosophy in fiction 
corresponds to his theory of ·art as expressed in the Essay 
·QU Comedy and ~ ill.§. Qf. lli Comic Spirit: · the Comic 
Spirit he considered to be a form of perception, a fre e and 
disinterested play of the mind. Being social in character, 
it enables its possessor to measure himself against the 
. . 
social norm. Its foundation is in COillI!IOn sense rather than 
in pure intellectuality . Being the product of a balanced 
set of forces) it acts upon the individual· as a balanQing 
agent; ~d balariceQ individuals make ·a balanced society . 
Lady Jocelyn, Mrs. Mel, Evan, and Rose all represent . 
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the norm of this comedy. Meaning the pattern or standard 
·for a group , the norm may be either the conventional be-
havior of society or an ideal behavior, usually a combina-
tion of good sense , good heart, and good manners; and it 
may be expressed by one or more of the characters or only 
implied in the story. As the theory of comedy character-
istically presents the deviations from a norm, Meredith 
presents these deviations, the greater or -lesser departures 
from the generally accepted or ideal, in most of the .other 
characters, notably the Countess de Saldar , Jack Raikes, 
and Ferdinand Laxley . The 11 great Mel" seemingly symbolized 
society itself, being at once th3 norm and a deviation from 
it. Meredith put his theory of comedy into practice .and 
. used this comedy as a social weapon, a weapon which has no 
desire to wound·. The · only lash it wields is the· lash that 
enables its victim to apply.to himself. It does not spring 
from any desire to correct mankind per .2.2,, but it is es-
sentially corrective in its action as a social agent . 
A look at the action of ~ Harrington in relation to 
Meredith ' s theory of cor:iedy reveals the following: 
Melchisedek Harrington , though a tailor, had some most un-
tailorly traits : lie was burie~ in the uniform of a lieu-
tenant of the militia ?ragoons--military service as an 
officer has always been one mark of the English gentleman . 
. , . 
He was never knovm to have sent a bill--liberality .in money 
matters is a second important trait of the English gentle-
man . Now Melchisedek 's daughters had, by marriage , all 
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risen in the DOcial scale. But in their hidden pasts the 
. . 
·shadow of the !Jhoars--a trade peculiarly .despised in 
) 
Victorian Englnnd--was something to be concealed . The ef-
forts of the brilliant Countess de Saldar to disguise her 
social origL1 becomes a study in high cor;ledy. Heredi th 
constantly plays with the idea that it is conduct a nd matrner-, 
rather than birth or superfici.al appearance, whi ch certi fi.er-; 
to the. true 'Snglish gentleman. All through the novel, EYan, 
the tailor' s son, is contrasted favorably with Lord Laxlcy , 
his cor.ipeti tor for the hand of Rose Jocelyn. Toward the 
beginning of the novel, Evan_ quarrels with t he snobbish 
and empty-headed Lord .Laxley at an inn, and there is almost 
.. 
a duel. But Evan does not try to conceal the fact that ~5-G 
father was a tailor , and Lord !,axle~· conterr.ptuously re-
fuses to duel ·wfth him. Part of the code of the gentlemnn 
specified that duels could take place only betv1ee·n socio."!. 
equals; · a gentle1!'lan would demean himself by dueling with a 
tradesman. Ideally, this meant that a gentleman had to 
stand ready to account for his words to a social equal, but 
a member of the "lower classes" was exempt from such a duty. 
The point is that Eian conducted \ himself so well that the 
·company believed that he was in fact a gentleman: 
"Sit down, and don.'t dare to spoil the ·fun 
any niore. · You a tailor! Who'll believe 
it!' .You ~re a nobleman in . dise;uise. II 
At the end of the novel Rose Jocelyn, who has been en-
gaged finally to marry Lord Lro:ley, wishes to be released 
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in order to marry Evan. · The ramifications which lead to 
·the admission on the part of Rose's aris~ocratic family 
that Evan might be a fit mate for Rose, after all, a re not 
particularly important here. But the final judgment on 
Lord Laxley, the born aristocrat, is significant: 
The behavior of Lord Laxley in re fusing to sur-
·render a young lady who declared that her heart 
was with another exceeds all I could have sup-
posed. One of the noble peers among his ances-
tors must have been a pig! 
In the last analysis it is Evan who P.roves by his conduct 
that he is the better gentleman. Heredith examined the 
·concept of gentility from every concei vable angle , and 
arrived at the conclusion he undoubtedly wished: that it 
is possible for one w~o.has not been born an English gentle-
man to become one, and conversely, that it is possible for 
one who has been born a Duke to behave in a swinish manner. 
This conclusion shines through all the pages of Evan 
. -
Harrington. It is.what Meredith, who strove all his life 
to be considered a gentleman, wished to believe; and it 
colored every page of his fiction. 
-What ther e was between .Janet Duff &ordon and George_ 
Meredi th was the basis of the sentimentality of Evan 
. -
Harrington. He was divided from Janet by "thorny hedges 
too high to overleap an,d which pricked him when he pushed 
through them, leaving .his mind's clothing finely t~ttered,"40 
.. 4°sencourt, p. 111. 
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In developing t he love story of Evan and Rose, and parti-
·cularly in narrating the poignant intervi.ew on a beautiful 
spring night when Evan nobly denounced the girl, Meredith 
was externalizi ng his own secret vtishes and regrets. Evan, 
though deeply in love with Rose when the novel begins, 
tries manfully to mask his passion. Having agreed to t ake 
over the debts of his deceased father, he considers it 
dishonorable even to visit Beckley, where Rose, ignorant 
, 
~£ his background and situation, might respond to his love. 
Meredith depicts Evan as gladly .willing to die for the girl 
but too hono~able to plan, .calculate, and maneuver himself 
into her proximity. Instead, he remains passive, eve~ 
protesting, ·while his sister Louisa, the Countess, does 
the digging and sapping, and finally clears the wa:y. Evan, 
innocent of any ·deeeption or even any knowlege of the 
Countess' expectation, finds · the Joeelyns, who believe 
him to be of ari st9cratic origin, insisting that ·he be their 
guest at Beckley Court.41 
Once i nside Beckl ey Court, however he got there, Evan 
finds that Rose loves him; but the upper-class world, sus-
pecti ng his origin, fights with every cruel and under-
. handed means available to push him back to the tailor's 
shop. It was essentia~ tq Meredith's conception of Evan•s 
~haracter that Evan show himself of unassailable integrity . 
. . 4lEllis, p. 141. 
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throughout the savage but comic fight that follows . Just 
as he could take no initiative to get to Beckley , so he 
' has to remain passive in the war that is declared against 
the .Har:ingtons . Giving offense to no one , challenging no 
. . 
one, ever ready to withdraw should Rose wish it, eager to 
comply with the desires of Rose ' s parents, Eva.n can flash 
out only when i nsulted, and then only as honor requires.42 
. But honor is poor armament in a battle as bitter as 
the one that swirls around him, and i.f he is not to be 
crushed, someone has to take the initiative in his behalf . 
Evan remains true to the character we glimpse in the early 
" incidents, " while Louisa takes up the cudgels for him. 
Like her aristocratic enemies, she will use any weapon at 
hand to assault when necessary. Being the snobbish daughter 
of a tailor, she is even worse than her enemy . Evan remains 
free to spurn his· sister when he discovers how low her 
tactics have been, .and Meredith, meanwhile~ has been free 
to cause Louisa to bring out _the low behavior, which he 
can then pillory with grim satisfaction.43 
A chief function of the Comic Huse being to unmask 
affection and pretension, the Countess ought to have been 
the prime victim in ~ Harrington; but Meredith evi-
dently admired her aplomb too much to give more than rare 
42Mary SturfSe Gretton , The Writin¥s and Life of . 
George Meredith (London: Humphrey Milor'Q,OxfordlTniver-
sity Press, 1926 ), p. 65 . . . · . 
43~elvin, p. 20. 
, . 
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and furtive tlimpses of her faults • . Her very success 
wins our approval; and the reader feels almost guilty of 
treason as he breaks into irr esistible laughter when the 
father whoc she has denied is mercilessly served up to her 
at the dinner in Beckley Court, or when the awful catas -
trophe of her mother •s unexpected appearance at Lady 
Jocelyn ' s picnic ruins her plans . 44 She must be admired 
also f or her innate inability t o admit de f eat : i n un-
bending di~nity she withdraws from a well- fought , if unsuc -
cessful , battle . Her f i nal letter from Rome shows her oc-
cupying a new eminence, for failure teaches Louisa nothing 
except to change her tactics~ She writes : 
"You think that you have quite conquer ed the 
dreadfulness of our or igin . I smile at you! 
I know it to be impossible for the protestant 
heresy to. offer a shade of consola tion . 
Earthly born , it rather encour~es earthly 
distinctions . It is the sweet overeign 
Pontiff alone who gather~ all in his arms , 
not excepting tailors . 114) .. 
With .the possible exception of Lady Jocel yn , the one 
person free f r om t he taint of sentimentality in t he. stor y 
of Evan Harrington :i.s h~G mothe:r, Henri etta Mar ia Harrin~ton . 
-· Whenever she sees it she corr ec ts sentimentality with her 
- -. 
strong mi11d and common s ense . · At Mel ' s death Mer edith 
finds comedy in her scorn for tear- shedding women . When 
· 44Elmer Janes Bail ey, The Novels of Georfe Mer edith : 
Ji Studv (Hew York : Charl esScribner*ss ons , 907), p. ?o. 
45~ Harrington . 
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Evan returns from his father's eravc, she gives her cheek 
·for I'.is ldss, 11 for she never performed th~ operation; bt:t 
kept her .r.1outh , as she remarked, for food and spP.ech , ar:d 
not for slobbering mummeries ." She · could have been gentler 
and more ~ffcctj onute with him had ~·ieredi th not bee'!1 con-
centrating so hard on the correction of ce~ ti~entality . 
Considering them to be their father's children, Mrs. 
Harrington e):pects nothing frol'!l lier daughters in the way 
of co~mor. se~se and greatness of soul. Her hope is centered 
in Evan, bu-t. she realizes that he needs help; ~herefore , 
Dhe appears .r.1ore rigid and less ldnd than she really is 
because she is determined that ho shall not be ruined b~ 
what ohe terms "a parcel of fools." She puts in a. very 
dignified appearance at the picnic held at Beckley Court, 
not ignorant of but heedless of all impropriety and all pain 
to bo given.· It is her interit to disgrace and humiliate in 
order to save her sor. fro!!: ti1e hypocrisy a nd. dccei t, the 
LL6 
sentinentali t:.' , that has r~1ir;ed }1is father. · Upon beine 
invited to ha·:e a seat she answers? 
11My lady , I have cor!le for n~· son. I hear tlia t 
he has been play~ng the lord in your house, ~y 
lady. I hUl7"bly thank your ladyship for your 
kind.nezs t o !1im , · but he is · nothinc:; nore than 
a t ailor' s so~ , and is bound to a tailor him-
self ths.t his fc:i.ther nay be called an honest 
man . I ar:i c o:-.1e to. taJ;:e hir:1 away. 114 7 
46 'l /'Q 
· Ba1 e~-' , p. ou • 
· 47~ IIarr:Lnc;tor: . _ 
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This little speech embodies the fundamental t ruth in 
t•feredith 1 s philo~ophy of life. Through Mrs. Mel he de-
' picts the perfect sincerity before which, in the long run, 
artificiality arid sham must always go down . 
This most indivi dual thoughtof Meredith ' s i s .further 
enhanced by the Countess, Jack Raikes, the •gr-eat Mel, and 
Tom Cogglesby • . Together they form the .special feature of 
the story by throwing the naturalness of Ro~e and Evan into 
salience . The eomic Spirit lies in wait for imposters like 
them throughout the story, and through this Comic Spirit 
Meredith expresses his faith in earth 's training of those 
who are teachable--those who are fools for a season only, 
as opposed to the tragedy of those who are hopelessly en-
trapped by sentimentality . 
Evan' s seruion finds hi m love- sick and engrossed in his 
ovm sorrows . He rails at the heavens, accusing them of . 
conspiring to disgrace him, of not fashioning him for 
tailoring but · yet impelling hizr. to work at it. The heavens 
listen patiently but are not disordered by his frenzy . It 
is only when he .casts off the scales. of hope and fancy, 
and surrenders . his clair.t on mad chance, that he sees some 
plan is wor~(ing out. He learns to base his efforts and 
\Ambitions on the reali_ties of his character. and his cir-
cumstance in the future. He realizes that before he can 
begin to make somethinz of himself and his life he ha·s to 
r ecognize the unlimited possibilities of self-deception 
40 
and unreality. His honesty and manliness can no longer be 
questioned, for his aspirations are roote~ in fact, the 
primary fact be:Lng th~ limitations of his O\'ffi character. 48 
Rose Jocelyn passes through a struggle that is not 
less significant than Evan's . She has to reconcile her-
self to Evan ' s cal·ling . She occasional l y feels repugnance 
to becornine a tailor's wife, but her native good sense and 
strength or character help her to prove herself worthy of 
the man who loves her. 
In the light of Meredith's theory of comedy and action 
of ~Harrington it should be noted that though Meredith 
restricts the term comedy to the witty and sophisticated 
form of humor: the subtle, the delicate, the refined, 
the extravagant, and the grotesque. The reader I!lay be 
tempted to believe, temporarily, that Meredith· breaks through 
the bonds of legitimate comedy and degenerates into farce. 
But then it becomes . obvious how careful he has been about 
the urgency of true proportio~; and that despite his fun, 
he teaches a serious lesson · or the hollow foolishness which 
lies in attempting to appear Vlhat one i s not, ·· This true ~· 
proportion, this serious · lesson, as found in~ Harrington 
is the embodiment, not an adumbration, of the Comic Spirit: 
0 
••• whenever men wax out of proportion, over-
blovm, affected; pretensious , bombastical, 
hypocrj.tical, pedantic, fal'ltastically delicate, 
whenever it sees them self- deceived or hood-
48Gretton, p. 149. 
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winked , e;iven to run riot in idolatrtes, 
driftinG i nto vanities, congregating in ab-
surdities , planning shor t - sightedly, plotting 
deme ntedly ; whenever they are at vari ance wi th 
their professions , and violate the unwritten 
but percepti ble laws . binding them in consi d-
eration one to another; whenever they offend 
sound reason, fair justice; are . false in · 
humi lity or mined with conceit, individually , 
or in bulk ; t he Spirit overhead will look 
humanely malign , and cast an oblique light on 
· them , followed by volleys of silvery laughter . 
That is the Comic Spir it . 1149 
49Essai .Q!l Comedy . 
CHAPTER IV 
STRUCTURAL PARTS OF .EVAN HARRINGTON THAT COifTRIBUTE 
TO THE TH;EME 
George Meredith wrote ~· Harrington vdth an eye to 
correcting sentimentality by holding up the foible of snob-
bery to ridicule. In the light of his theory of comedy, 
· this particular novel is a success as a corrective. · The 
theme of the nove.l is a younz man's testing. In the light 
·or unity, it is also successful as a novel;_ for the point 
of view, characterization, style, setting and atmosphere, 
the plot and plot structure ·all fuse to give insights 
into the inner idea •. 
To begin with, his method is frankly artificial. 
Meredith takes nature in the drawing-room to be the proper 
material of comedy, .and he cares little for particulars, 
either places or people. As he states in the opening 
paragraph of~ Egoist. "Credulity is not wooed through 
the impressionable senses. The Comic Spirit conceives a 
definite situation for ·.a number of characters, and rejects· 
. . 
all accessories in the exclusive pursuit of them and their 
42 
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speech." Accordingly we are not to expect him to devote 
.much attention to the problem of providing h1s characters 
with a normal round of daily activity. Moreover, as he 
does not limit himself to dramatic presentment, his charac-
ters are not free from the sense of being in terfered wi t h. 
Meredith develops his characters by openly r evolting 
against the r ealistic school of his day whi ch held that the 
object. of art was to reproduce life w1 th scrupulous minute-
ness . Ins tead of seeking to present a fully developed 
human society and taking pains to make his characters talk 
with absolute realism, he seemingly, concentrates attention 
upon typical characters, caring little whether his men and 
women talk naturally .so long as . they embody the essential, 
spiritual truth of humanity. The dialogue is more highly 
compressed, more heavily loaded with meaning, than it 
could be in actua l l ife . This pursuit of the essential, 
together wi th that aspect of his style which makes him ap-
pear to play around his story, actual ly reveals strategy 
in the wri ting of ~Harrington and the depiction of its 
characters: after pages of skirmishing, Meredith at last . 
brings his characters to battle in just that relation in 
whi ch every force is available . Thus , it can be said that 
in his revolt against the realistic school, Mered~th is 
more successful than the realists themselves at their own 
endeavor : he gives a heightened sense of reality. He 
does not reproduce life; he does not decorate it (althoueh 
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he docs idealize it) , but he exemplifieo it ir. types and 
.situo.tio!1s of u :·~usuaJ. r.te<lning <lnd po\'Jer. 
Ir.stead o f pre$enti 11g !~is talc j.n plain , clear n.:ir-
rati ve , !le prefers to give it to us i n !lalf- lishts, as it 
is seen fro:: different points of view. O!! the surface it 
wo11ld appear thD.t the novel .is wri ttc!i fro::1 nr. orn?1iscie:1t 
poin t of vt·3W, but t hroughout the story \'le are led sfdJ.l-
fully into the thouc;hts und feeli nss of Eva.1~, Rose-, the 
Countess, ~·'.rs . lio l, u.nd Lady Jocelyn . By this means , t;1e 
ooint of vie\'/ is intricately rel~ted to characterization . 
The . problct1 or t !1c hero Evo.n is one of integrity . Ee 
is in love with the aristocratic Rose Jocelyn ; and, beint; 
in love \'ti tl~ her, has to decide whether to pass himself 
off as a centlcman, as his ·sister the Counteas de Sal<lar 
intri~ues that lie shall , or bccol!lc a tailor to pay off 
the " r;rcat Hel ' s" debts, as his nothcr ur ges him . I t has 
already been mentioned that r:van himself is not r.mch r.:ore 
than a choppinc; block. for Meredith's strokes of wit a1~d 
generalizations on l ife and conduct. ·What saves the novel 
is the ch3racter of Evan ' s sister, the Coun~ess, a great 
fir;ure on tthon Ne re di th , r.iovP.~ to delight by con templa ti on 
. of her , ha~ ll\u!1ched his i nventive t;e!'lius . Whereas 
Meredith ~·1e ?1 t t o ,sreat lcmzths to ~epj.ct Evan as ideal , 
he also went to gre3t l engt hs to depic t the Countess a s 
the epitone of snobbery . The · force whi ch motivates and 
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shapes the actions and personality of the Countess is that 
she has thoroughly deceived herself intp taking outward 
shows for inner r ealities . The comic element consists in 
t he constant danger which she, as a pret~nder to social 
position, finds her se l f in: the danger of exposur e . ' The 
confli c t arises in the fac t t hat Evan is not always free 
f r om snobbery but struggles manfully to free himself from 
all traces of it ; while at the same time ·;· his si ster, the 
Countess, is struggling to avert the danger of exposure 
in her own "social position" under the guise .of upholding 
the honor of her brother and sisters . The ultimate 
futility of sham and pretense is voiced by the humorous 
Tom Cogglesby when he said to Evan ' s mother: 
"I'm off to Beckley on a marriage business . 
I'm the s.on of a cobbler,· so I go in a donkey-
. cart . No damned pretenses for me . I'm goi ng 
to marry off a young tailor to a gal he ' s been 
playing t he lord to . If she cares for him~ 
she ' ll take him : if not, they 're all the 
luckier , both of 'em." 
Upon careless reading, one is tempted to believe that 
a cast of one hundred- and-twenty characters is somewhat 
unwieldy t o carry so small a / burden as proving the in-
tegri ty of a man on the one hand, and ridiculing snobbery 
on the other. Reassessment , however , will reveal that none 
of t he secondary char~cters is deprived of .all autonomous 
existence and r educed to mere excrescences. Each is en-
dewed with attr ibutes that make him easily distinguishable: 
his physical aspect , gestures , actions, sensations , and 
46 
everyday emotions whi ch contribute to giving him an ap-
pearance of life and present a convenient hold .on the 
r eader. 
For the most part , the grand people at Beckley Court 
appear as unreal , but this, too, is a surface appearance. 
This f act, together with the multitude of characters , the 
idealization of the hero , and the exagger ation of the 
Count~ss, serves as its own raison ~ ~tre : the very · un-
. . 
reality heightens reality and fuses the characterization 
into the idea of conduct and manner, rather t han bir th or 
superfi cial appearance , certifying to the t rue English 
gent~eman. 
The characterization fuses so well into .the idea that 
it looms as character in bulk, as in.ter preti ve o f l i fe . 50 
Few, if any , of ' the personages appear as fellow-creatur es--
each seems to be a medium of the philosophy that senti-
mentality needs to be hel d up so that we can r ecognize it 
as one of our foibles and lauch our way into correcting it . 
Meredith has been accused of being so intent upon 
fusing character into the idea that he sacrifices logical 
action whi ch comes out of character.51 Thi s may be true , 
. r e luctantly admitted, to some small degr ee with the 
Countess de Saldar . B~fore the story . is half over, we 
50 J . A. Hamcterton, Geor~e Mere di th·, His Life and Art 
in Anecdote and Criticism (E inburgh: Jo~Grant ,""'I91IT;" p:- 1$8. . -
5llbid., p. 205 . 
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already D.rc aware that she is a scheming, insincere woman, 
af.fectins the nirs of for eign nobility , .even to her accent 
in speakin5 . But the recitals of her wiles a re given at 
too great l ength, and after a while the frequent illu-
stration of her character beco~es dead weight . When finaJ l:· 
the bad tendenci es in her are pushed to a:-i extreme i l~ her 
sudden amorous advances t oward her sister ' s husband, 
Andrew, i t ).s done so abruptly that it appears precipj.tate 
d ak . . f 1 fl S? an m es an impression o pure y super uous . coarseness . ~-
Obeying hi s impulse to amplify his characters ' at-
tribut es until they becor!le absolute types, Mer e di th also 
pushes Mrs . Mel to an extreme . She is the embodiment of 
harsh duty and fatefulness, ·but she is a l most repul si·:e i n 
her hard constancy to her humble position as :.he Vlidow of 
a defunct tail or . By the same token of obeying impulses , 
Meredi t h s eems to have fallen short in his portrayal of 
Jack Raikes . \'le learn early that he is a f oil for Evan ; 
but if we clo not ~onstantly r emind ourse lves t hat his role 
is to heighten the impression given by Evan ' s conduc t by 
contrast, we find ourselves bard-put to justify his pre -
sence in the story . Meredith , in attempting to portray 
him, is ready enou~h with words to put into his mouth ; 
but " the mimetic or impersonatine faculty does not answer 
at his call, ·and Mr . Raikes is all s hell and no meat ,11 53 
52Ibid . 
-
53Ibid . 
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All these aspects , on the s_urface, appear to ~e 
actual defects i n char~cterization, but the fact is this: 
the more defective the characters are, or seem to be, the 
mor e the reality of the norm is heightened; and, as the 
heightening of reality fuses the structure into the idea, 
the end justifies the means. 
It would seem that~ Harrington and other .works 
would ha~s long since brought recognition to George Meredith, 
but this is not the case. All of the reasons advanced for 
the delay in Meredith's recognition point either glowingly 
or disparagingly to the wilfullness, novelty, and ob-
scurity of his style. This style is reputed to be as far 
removed as it can be from our present idea of what con-
stitutes good style: "at its worst it is Teutonic and 
vulgar, and ~t i'ts best, except when it fuses into poetry, 
it is too brilliant, fatiguing because of excess of metaphor 
and epigram; it dazzles, and because it dazzles, tires the 
mind.1154 
It has also been suggested that in the ~ Qt Comedy · 
Meredith restates the classical conception of comedy, and 
reading it, we naturally expect him to show in his fiction 
.the grasp of the social scene that characterizes Jonson 
and Congreve. 0 We do not find it at · all. In the essay 
he· talks much of society, but there is no very convincing 
54Allen, p. 276. 
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society in his 
.. books , · and often, if we are looking for a 
. representation of society and of typical behavior, 
. . .. ' 
there is 
something that looks like willful freak.ishness.n55 
Further survey of existing criticism reveals Meredith ' s 
style as 0 bril liant almost beyond example in his contempo-
raries, but at times willfully obscure in almost equal 
. . 
degree : the page perpetually breaks in star-sparkles; it 
flashes with all sor ts of pyrotechnic displays, it is 
volcanic with eruptive radiance . Sometimes it is almost 
mischievously coruscating, as though a boy exploded 
crackers unde.r you for the mere pleasure of seeing you 
jump . But one never knows how soon or how suddenly the 
fire may go out, and you may find yourself plunged into 
the darkest by-ways .of obscurity. 1156 "He is so infinitely 
vivacious 1 versatile, and witty, so fertile in jest and 
epigram , so agil e in the leaps and glances of his thought, 
so wayward and surp.rising, s~ conspicuou~sly acute and 
clever, that l .ess nimble minds pant breathless behind 
him, and even the nimblest have a difficulty in keepi ng 
pace .with hirl. Someti mes the fire we have followed with ~ 
panti ng eagerness suddenly dance::> a will-o'-the-wisp fantasy· 
of mirth and leaves us knee-deep in the bog. · When once we 
become used to his meth~d., no writer can afford so much 
55Ibid. 
-
56naws on. p. 192 • 
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intell ectual exhilaration; but it is little w~nder, when 
·we consider it , that the regular novel-re~der is bewildered 
by so uncommon a guide and prefers someone much duller and 
safer . Intellectual gymnastics, however brilliant, are not 
what the patient and somewhat dull cr eature, ' the general 
reader,.' looks for in a novel. " 57 
None of this foregoing critici sm is apparent, to this 
writer, i n ~ Harri ngton . Instead is found splendor, 
subtlety only to a small degree , and feli ci ty of di ction 
combined with the most penetrating and suggestive thought • . 
Witness this rendition of Evan ' s thought~ on t he morning 
following the night when, by the stream running t hrough 
Beckley Court, he told her that he must leave : 
A delicious morning had followed the lovely · 
night . The. stream flowed under Evan's eyes , 
like something in a lmver sphere, now . His 
passion took him up , as .if a genie had 
lifted him into mid-air, and showed him · 
the world on the palm of a hand; · and yet, 
as he dressed .by the window, little chinks 
in t he garden wall , and nectarines under 
their s hi ny leaves , and the white walks of 
the garden, were stamped on . his hot brain 
accurately and lastingl y. Ruth .upon the 
l ips of Rose: that voi ce of l i ving con-
stancy made music to him everywhere . ' Thy 
God shall be my God .' He had h~ard it all 
through the night • . He had not yet broken 
t he t ender charm sufficiently to think 
that he nust tell her of the sacrifice s he 
would have to make. When partly he di d , 
the· first excuse he clutched at was that 
he had not even'. kissed her on the fore -
head . Surely he had been spl endidly 
chi valrous? Just as surely he would have 
. 57Donald Fanger, "Ge.orge Meredith ·as Novelist," 
"Nineteenth Century Fiction, XVI (1963) ,. 318-320 . 
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brought on himself the scorn of the chi.valrous 
or of the commonly balanced if he had been 
otherwise. The grandeur .of this · or of any of 
his proceedings , then, vras forfeited·, · as it 
raust needs be when we are in a false position: 
we can have no glory though martyred. The 
youth felt i t , even to the seeing of why it 
was; and he resolved , in justice . to the dear . 
girl, t.!lat he would break loose from his 
fetters , as we call our weakness. Behold , 
Rose met him descending the stairs, and, 
taking his hand , sang , unabashed, by the tell-
tale colour coming over her face, a stave of 
a little Portuguese air that "they had. both 
been fond of in Portugal; and he, l istening 
to it , and looking in her eyes, saw that hi s 
feelings in the old time had been hers. 
Instantly the old time gave him its breath, 
the present drew back . 
Quite in another spirit , nothing could be better than the 
portrait of old Tom Cogglesby, and the account of a meeting 
between him and his brother Andrew at the Aurora tavern--
a delicious humor pervades the whole episode. Likewise, 
the hat of Jack .Raikes· alone--in the scene of the cricket 
supper at the Green Dra.Bon--is provocative of infinite 
mirth: 
my hat ; He is old - I mourn h~m ~et 
The presence of crape · on him signi-
shall ne ' er have a gloss again. The 
my hat is a burden in the staring 
"I mourn 
livine;. 
fies he 
fact i s 
crowd. 
tude . 0 
A hat like this should counsel soli-
Such felicity of diction and su·ggestive thought as evidenced 
in the first passage , and such mirth as is apparent in the 
. 
second , substantiate the !act that the style of George 
Meredi th--as far as ~Harrington is concerned--f uses 
successfully with the idea that .sentimentality is in need 
of correction--especially when it manifests itself in the 
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·rorm of sham and pretense--and that comedy is an appro-
priate and effective corrective. 
Plot and plot structure and setting and atmosphere con-
tribute greatly to the theme of ~Harrington. It is 
true that Meredith has been accused of being abrupt in 
structure, shifting the scene suddenly, dropping the thread 
of his story and picking it up again where he wills, in 
such manner a s to render it .difficult for any but a prac-
ticed r eader to follow him; ·but although the plot of ~ 
Harrington is occasionally handicapped by coi:lplications 
difficult to "follow, the reader, practiced or not, will 
discove~ that this novel is smoothly maneuvered to reach 
its climax. The action all takes place in an appropriate 
setting and atmosphere for the theme, and the story provides 
a sense of totaiity: all events and details contribute to 
the single theme--that by using reality as a \7atermark, a 
common tradesman can vindicate. himself in the pre.sence 
of the upper classes •. 
In general design, ~Harrington . bears a closer 
resemblance to comedy of the stage than to the l es s closely 
knit comedy of the novel. This is true because of the way 
- in which the exposition of character overshadows action and 
setting. But in deali~g with a defornlity of character, a 
woman .caught in a trap of her ovm m·aldng, · and a man's 
struggle to avoid such a trap, it follows general comic 
tradition. 
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The early chapters serve to acquaint the reader 
quickl y with the circums tances of the h~ro: when Melchi -
sedek Harrington died , his neighbors . spoke fondl y of him 
and wondered what his son , who was in Portugal would do. 
When Mrs. Harri ngton told Evan about ol !i Hel ' s debts , the 
son consented to go to Londo!1 and learn the tailor's trade ; 
not even the Countess • entreati es and assurances that Rose 
loveq him could dissuade him from his course·. · Settj_nt; out 
for Londo·n on foot, he met Jack Raikes , an old school 
friend . They went to the Gr een Dragon Inn, where .they 
joined a group of men at dinner. Old Tom Cogglesby , brother 
of Andrew, the brewer, presided . Among those pr esent were 
Harry Jocelyn, Rose ' s bro the!, and Ferdinand ~,axley, his 
friend. Evan and Jack got into a drunken brawl involving 
much name -calling and many threats . The gentlemen pr esent 
s coffed at Evan ' s choice or" t rade . La.~ley challenged 
Evan to a duel; but on learning that Evan was the son of a 
tailor, he haughtily declined to figh t a comcon t radesman. 
The day after the t avern brawl, while watchinfl a cricke t 
match on the green , Evan met Rose Jocelyn and her party , 
whi ch included the Countess de _Saldar . He was prevailed 
upon to visit the Jocel yns at Beckley Court . As he rode 
alon5 beside Rose, one. of t he men with whom he had quarrel-
led the nieht before pointed him out as a tailor. At 
Beckley Court the Countess was able to per suade Harry 
Jocel yn that Evan was not t he tailor but that Jack Raikes 
:E;; ;;tr11:.!s$i1:·. cf ;:,.•$:t. },·raii.kJnJ, 
/. j r .. 1.·a· J.· Co.] 
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FIGURE 7 
was. Still, Laxley demanded that Evan deny his trade and 
fight the duel as a gentleman or else acknowledge it. 
Laxley was one of Rose ' s suitors. Resenting Evan, he con-
tinually challenged him to admit that he was not a real 
gentleman. Since claiming that he was· n ge'ntleman would 
mean a duel with La.."'{ley , Evan r esolved to leo.vc Beckley 
Court. The Countess, fearing to see all her plans ruined, 
pre'll.ai~ed upon Evan to seek the advice of his relati ves. 
Harri et, Caroline , and Andrew were also visiting at 
Beckley Court; . and Evan ' s predicament concerned them all. 
Having up to this point presented his material in 
summary f orm, Mer edith now adopts a more elaborate method, 
for his novel is to be primarily the story of Evan ' s vin-
dicating himself in the eyes of the upper classes.. The 
social involvements at Beckley. Court grow more tense--
the arr ival of Hrs . Harrington complicates the situation 
and works ultimately to the advantage of Evan . After Evan 
went to Hr. Gor en ' s shop to fo llow his father' s trade , 
s ome unfortunate situations occurred : · Andrew' s brewer y 
went bankrupt and he lost all his property ; 'the thr ee sis -
ters , who had been l i ving in .the . Cogglesby house, were 
. f creed to t;o to their mother in Lymport ; Juliana, ·an i ·n-
yalid girl in love with Evai:i and v1ho had inherited Beckley 
Court ·upon the death of her grandmother, wrote a will 
l eaving her estate to Evan. Upon her death, howe.ver, 
Evan rejected the bequest and returned Beckley Court to 
Lady Jocelyn. 1!eanwhile, Rose,. engaged to Laxley, felt . 
h.erself bound by promise to Evan and sent for him to re-
lease her before she could marry his rival. Evan did so 
with no show of self- sacrifice. 
Everyone had be come indebte.d to Evan for his generosity; 
he himself had simply tried to make everyone happy . A~ 
befits comic justice, he is assigned the function of chas-
tising . any who have been snobbish, sentimental if you will, 
toward him; but he r ises nanfully to the occasion and finds 
his own mark . No longer compelled to pretend anything 
about himsel f , he stops wavering between sentimentality 
and a true depiction of reality and finally t akes . a firm 
s tand. When he declared hi s love again, Rose accepted him. 
Old Tom Cogglesby, delighted, offered to give Evan an in-
come. The sisters went back to their former ways of life, 
and Hrs. Harrin~ton be came Tom Co_gglesby' s housekee~r. 
Not only does . the action contribute to the t heme on 
the strength of the plot alone, .. but ·the.re is a unifying 
interrelationship among the other parts of the novel. 
Virt ually all of t he incidents spring out of character; 
and, having occurred, t hey alte~ that charac ter. Peopl e 
·and events are · closely connected, and Meredith achieves 
this by contrivi ng the.events arti:!'ically instead of havi r.g 
! 
them occur lobi cally and naturally. Moreover, by probinc 
the thoughts and feelings of more than one character, he 
. . 
relates t he poi nt ot view to characterization and thereby 
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adds another link to the chain of interrelationships that 
mirror the t.hei;·,e · and gi Ve significant clu~s to it• 
The success of ~ Harrington as a novel r~sts more 
on the unity of idoas than unity by way of form. George 
Meredith once 8aid: "Capacity for thinl::ing should pre-
cede the art of '\'tri tine. It should. . I do not say it does. 
Capacity :for assinilatine; the public taste and reproducing. 
it is the cor.rmonest."58 But he himself lad\.ed this common 
capacity; o.s a matter of fact, he has been co!lder.med ·as 
"an artist, but no novelist."59 
This charge ca~not be substantiated by reaqing ~ 
Harrington , _not even in the face of the narrowest convention. 
"It is a narrow convention, indeed, that insists that a 
novel must be a story with a beginninc, a middle, · and an 
end. The !:tost riexible of all literary forms, as we are 
pieased to regard the novel, is to become a rigid mould for 
the man who makes use of it! And the journeyman hack who 
conforms to its conventions, and brightens his tale with 
never one little flash of intellect or observation, is the 
genuine novelist! So would hidebound criticism have it.,,~60 
Nonetheless, it is so that popularity may be achieved.that 
58Joseph C. Landis, "George :Meredith's Comedy," Boston 
University Studies in English, II (1956), 18. 
59Hanm1erton, p. 157. 
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the man of genius who either disdains to conform or can-
·not conform to the convention. must discover some other 
way of fascinating .the aduience he addresses. As Meredith's 
substitute for story is .the minute analysis of · character, 
long sustained and remorselessly inquisitive, a large part 
of the audience has been lost whi le his characters have 
played to the few spectators who can understand and ap-
precia_te life as portrayed by types in cont rived settings. 
Being inspired by the Comic Muse, Meredith has to present 
his reading of life not in actual characters, deftly exag- · 
. . . 
gerated, but in types. That is the inescapable method . 
of comedy, and Heredith is nothing else if he is not' a 
writer of cor.iedy. It is this writer's contention that 
~ Harrinr;ton is nothing if not the finest example of 
his comedy. 
, 
There is no denyine the · fact that Meredith never 
masters the art of. telling a story in a natural and force-
ful style, \'lhich a novelist of far inferior powers· could 
do to perfectio!l . This matter of a well-knit. narrative 
surely touches the question of art , leaving the great 
. . 
writer who has been U.."'lable to . rna$ter it so much less the 
. artist. In the case of Hcredith, however, his other quali-
ties are so ~rcat that the discou~t is the less. It is the 
less because there is a certain kind .or unity in all of his 
novels, ·:rhich Hr. W. C. Brovmell, the talented· American 
60.· 
critic in his Victorian Prose Masters has pointed out 
defined in this passage : 
Each book is the elaboration of an idea, the 
working out of some t heme taken on its in-
tell ectual side . Sometimes this is very 
specific ; as in ' Diana ' or "Feverel', but it 
is always perfectly defined . The book is 
a serieo of deductions from it . Its es-
sential unity , therefore--spite of. excrescent 
detail--is agreeably unmistakable. But it 
is hardly necessary to point out that it is 
not the uni ty of a sympathetic image _ of life 
~mmediately beholden in its entirety:· It is 
a mathgTatical , that is to say , an artificial 
unity . 
While that is not the unity that ~akes for popular favor, 
it is at least a characteristic of Mer edith ' s fiction 
which must be ·recognized in· endeavoring to get at the 
novelist ' s own point of view, · the ruark he aims at . Such 
is the case with ~Harrington: the theme of it is ·that 
a common tradesman can vindicate himself in the presence 
of the upper classes by provin~ that conduct and manner, 
ra.ther than bir th ·or superficial appearance , · certify to 
the true English gentleman. This theme is worked out on 
its intellectual side , showing snobbery to be a manifesta-
tion of sentimentality whi ch comedy can corr ect . All parts 
of the novel coalesce--by way Qf minute analysis of char-
acter, var~ed point of view, felicity of diction and . 
sucgestive thought , _and totality of action with compli-
mentary settinG and · atmosphere--into a satisfactory fusion 
.. 61 ~., p. 167. 
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of form and content . Indeed , Meredith was successful with 
~ Harrington in using comedy as a corrective to senti-
mentality and in shaping his idea by his technique. 
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